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Abstract—The integration of thriving Information
and Communications Technology (ICT) and Cyber
Physical Systems (CPS) has spawned several inno-
vative applications such as remote healthcare, smart
and intelligent transportation, smart logistics, smart
grids, public safety etc. An emerging Software Defined
Networks (SDN) technology further enabled to optimize
the communication among industrial IoT (IIoT) and
CPS entities. Nonetheless, the communication on public
channel among different IIoT entities in an SDN-enabled
environment may be exposed to various security threats
due to wireless and insecure communication channels.
To counter these security challenges in the way of wider
CPS or IIoT adoption, we propose a novel three-factor
authenticated key exchange mechanism (SUSIC) for
SDN-enabled IIoT ecosystem. The SUSIC enables a
registered user to access real-time data from physical
IIoT environment directly after having mutual authenti-
cation performed through SDN-enabled controller node.
The scheme is proved to be secure under rigorous formal
and informal security analysis. Moreover, the simulation
results and performance evaluation signifies towards
achieving better trade-off between security functionali-
ties and computational overheads comparatively.

Index Terms—SDN, IIoT, CPS, Industry 4.0, Authen-
ticated key agreement

I. Introduction

THE IIoT/CPS system facilitates many application
domains with the integration of industrial control

system and physical network system [1]. Moreover, this
system offers a plethora of sustainable up-to-date services
by embedding actuators and sensors in many prospective
industrial applications such as smart cities and transporta-
tion, smart grid, smart healthcare, smart manufacturing,
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and other industrial automated systems [2] etc. The rapid
increase in Industry 4.0 oriented IIoT applications in the
last few years emphasizes the need of robust security
solutions to safeguard the IIoT-based environment from
known attacks. Software-Defined Networking (SDN), a
novel architecture, may extensively improve the resilience
of IIoT/CPS in terms of security [3], [4]. Besides, SDN
offers Quality of Service (QoS), cost-effectiveness, adapt-
ability and management capability to the physical net-
work, enabling smooth functioning of dynamic and high-
bandwidth applications. The SDN framework decouples
network control and packet forwarding tasks, facilitating
directly programmable network control, and abstraction of
applications and services from the physical infrastructure.
The IIoT/CPS environment comprises a lot of wireless
sensors and actuators with limited power resources. Besides
QoS features including resource allocation and reliability,
the sharp increase in the number of CPS devices in tech-
nology landscape further emphasizes the need of stringent
security practices for smooth performance of the CPS
system by overcoming the known attacks.
A. Motivation

The conventional security practices might not work fully
to protect the IIoT-based ecosystem. One of the major
challenges is to realize the notion of secure communication
by establishing a mutually agreed session key among
registered users and heterogeneous CPS devices from
different vendors. It is also desirable that the IIoT devices
may scale up adequately in the physical CPS network
irrespective of the security compliance or enhancement.
The attacker in IIoT/CPS-based network may disrupt the
physical infrastructure through injection of false data, or
may initiate multiple attacks including forgery attacks
[5], man-in-the-middle attacks, ephemeral secrets leakage
attacks [6], physical device capture attacks [7], traceability
and anonymity failure attacks [8]. Thus the current study
seeks to provide an efficient and secure authenticated key
agreement leading to agreed session key for possibly secure
communication among the legal users and smart devices
in SDN-enabled IIoT network.
B. Software Defined Networking

The SDN, a new networking paradigm, provides a
way to combine software based systems and physical
network hardware to enhance networking capabilities [9].
Unlike conventional networks, the SDN technology brings
flexibility and openness into the network by decoupling the
control flow and data forwarding in the system. The part
of SDN managing the control flow and maintaining the
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topology of network is termed as the ”Control plane”, while
the portion responsible for forwarding the data packets
based on the routes directed through the control plane, is
termed as ”data plane”. The original design of SDN did
not consider the security concerns that left the system
with few potential vulnerabilities. One of most critical
security limitation is that it lacks a proper authentication
protocol mechanism between controller entity and network
applications. Although SDN defines few sets of protocols
to program the control plane and switching configurations.
OpenFlow was the first standard defined by Open Network-
ing Foundation (ONF) to implement SDN, which defines
interface between OpenFlow controller as well as OpenFlow
switch [10]. Later on many standards including ONOS,
CORD etc. were presented for SDN configuration. The
Google, Cisco and IBM have initiated to employ SDN for
configuring their data centres. Although many standards
have been defined, yet the current SDN protocols require
concerted efforts to secure its services.

C. Network Model
The network model of the proposed scheme (SUSIC) is

demonstrated in Fig. 1. This model illustrates the SDN-
enabled IIoT/CPS environment such as smart health,
smart logistics and manufacturing, smart transportation,
etc. An industrialized CPS having nd IoT oriented smart
devices, i.e. {SDk |1 ≤ k ≤ nd} is deployed with many
switches in data plane as a part of SDN network. The
switches responsible for forwarding data packets in the
data plane, are linked with nd SDN-enabled controller
nodes, say {CNj |1 ≤ j ≤ nd} in control plane. In SDN-
enabled contributed model, the control plane handles the
authentication requests from application layer to verify
registered users Ui, this could facilitate in maintaining
secure sessions among subscribers and particular smart
devices. An additional charge of authenticating registered
users for the controller node might overburden the CNj

entity. We can witness several state-of-the-art solutions
such as OpenDaylight, HyperFlow and Onix [11] to realize
a distributed control plane with the help of logically
centralized, but physically isolated controller nodes. The
interface connecting the control plane and higher layer
entities including users, also termed as ”Northbound”
interface, while the interface linking the data plane and
lower level entities such as smart devices or access points,
is termed as ”Southbound” interface. All entities such as
CNj , SDk and Ui seek to register from trusted registration
centre (RC) by issuing private secrets, public keys and
certificates, while the Ui and SDk, later on, may establish
an agreed session key on pubic channel with the help of
trusted CNj .

D. Threat Model
The network entities such as smart devices and users

employ insecure public channels to communicate on the
network. An adversary may take opportunity to com-
promise the insecure data being exchanged among the
participants. The proposed scheme SUSIC considers a

Table I: Notations guide
Notations Narrative
RC Registration Centre
CNj jth Controller node
SDk kth IoT smart device in physical network
Ui, MDUi

ith user having mobile device MDUi

IDCNj
, SIDCNj

CNj ’s legal identity and pseudo-identity
IDSDk

, SIDSDk
SDk’s legal identity and registered identity

IDUi
, SIDUi

Ui’s Real identity
PIDUi , T IDUi Ui’s Pseudo-identity and temporal identity
PWUi , BMUi Ui’s password and biometrics
prCNj

/PubCNj
Private/public key pair of CNj

prSDk
/PubSDk

Private/public key pair of SDk

KSDk,CNj
Shared secret between CNj and SDk

CertUi , CertSDk
, CertCNj Certificates of Ui, SDk, CNj respectively

TS1, TS2, TS3 Fresh timestamps of Ui, CNj , SDk respectively
RTSSDk

Registration timestamp of SDk selected by RC
Gen(.)/Rep(.) Generation/ Reproduction functions in fuzzy extractor
a · P Dot represent ECC-based scalar point multiplication
σUi , βUi Biometric key and public biometric factor for Ui

universally accepted ”Dolev-Yao (DY) threat model” [12]
to assume the capabilities of an adversary A. According to
DY model, the A may intercept, modify, delete or inject
faulty information on the channel during communication.
In addition, SUSIC employs another widely known defacto
threat model, i.e. Canetti and Krawczyk (CK)-adversary
model [13]. According to CK-adversary model, the attacker
may compromise the session short term secrets, session
keys, session states after hijacking the sessions. This model
emphasises the use of long term secrets along with short
term secrets in the construction of session keys to thwart
ephemeral secret leakage (ESL) threats. Besides, A may
physically compromise the IoT based smart and mobile
devices of users. Consequently, A may recover the stored
secret credential using power differentiation analysis attack
[14]–[16]. The registration centre (RC) is assumed to be
fully trusted authority in the IIoT/CPS environment.
E. Contribution

The contribution of the proposed scheme is listed below:
1) We demonstrate a new three factor authentication

scheme SUSIC for SDN-enabled IIoT/CPS network
which permits an authorized user access real-time data
directly from SDN-controlled IoT-based smart devices.

2) The SUSIC is compared against other contemporary
studies, and is found to be secure enough against all
known attacks with a particular focus on anonymity
and untraceability.

3) We have verified the security features of SUSIC using
formal security analysis, i.e. Real or Random (RoR)
model.

4) The SUSIC supports better security properties
notwithstanding the fact, the computational and
communication overhead may exceed for a few com-
parative schemes due to employing asymmetric crypto-
primitives. Moreover, various experiments on different
crypto-primitives have been carried out to measure
the computational costs employing MIRACL library
[17].

F. Paper layout
The scheme is organized as mentioned below: Section

II describes the related work for CPS security. Section III
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Figure 1: System model depicting SDN-based IIoT/CPS

demonstrates the proposed scheme SUSIC. The security
analysis based on formal and informal analysis is described
in section IV. Section V evaluates the performance of
related schemes. The last section presents the concluding
summary.

II. Related work
In this section we bring into focus few significant research

studies based on security of industrialized CPS environ-
ment. In 2015, NIST [18] elaborated on the security of
industrialized control systems. Later, in 2017, the Molina et
al. [19] presented a thorough survey on SDN-oriented CPS
as well as addressing the cyber security issues of CPS such
as physical and logical access to smart devices with the help
of access control techniques directed from controller nodes.
Taylor et al. [20] and Chong et al. [21] described privacy and
security of CPS besides addressing other security challenges
as faced by IoT devices in CPS networks. Later, Chen et al.
[22] suggested a user authentication protocol for IoT based
environment. Although the protocol is efficient in terms of
computational and communication delay, it is vulnerable
to privileged insider threat as well as lack untraceability
feature. In 2020, Bilal et al. [23] demonstrated an authen-
tication protocol for heterogeneous CPS environment in
information centric networking. Nonetheless, their scheme
is susceptible to ephemeral secret leakage attack under
the assumption of CK-attack model, and also lack the
dynamic addition of smart IoT devices into the system.

In 2019, the Chen et al. [24] designed an authenticated
key agreement for smart grid network employing bilinear
pairing operations. Despite the costly pairing operations,
the scheme is prone to replay and forgery attacks. Bilal
and Kang [25] presented another user authenticated key
agreement method for group communication in distributed
IoT system. The scheme is lightweight from computational
and communication perspective, yet it does not support
mutual authentication between subscriber and IoT-based
smart devices in the network. Renuka et al. [26] introduced
a password-based authenticated key exchange method
for Machine-to-Machine (M2M)-based CPS systems. This
scheme used symmetric encryption for authenticating either
user to smart device, or device to device authentication.
The scheme [8] presented authentication protocol for 5G-
enabled SDN-based CPS, however the scheme does not
support mutual authentication since the new timestamp
TID∗

Uk is not verified by controlling authority, which leads
the scheme towards de-synchronization for further sessions
if maneuvered by the attacker.

More recently, a blockchain-oriented decentralized au-
thentication protocol B-DAC by Duy et al. [27] was intro-
duced for the Northbound interface for managing the criti-
cal sources. Next, Alzahrani and Chaudhry [28] presented
an identity-based encryption technique for SDN-oriented
source routing systems. Recently, another blockchain-based
authentication scheme by Vishwakarma et al. [29] was
presented for internet of vehicles (IoV). However, the above
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schemes were costly for employing computation-intensive
operations.
In summary, despite there are numerous IoT-based pro-
tocols existing in the literature, most of these are either
susceptible to security limitations or impractical for prac-
tical deployments. In this study, we demonstrate a novel
user authenticated key agreement protocol for industrial
CPS environment that achieves anonymity and untrace-
ability for user, IoT devices as well as controller node.
Moreover, the proposed scheme bears low computational
and communication cost, and may successfully thwart the
malicious attempts by any CK-model compliant adversary.
The proposed scheme, as per the elicited findings, seems
to be viable for practical real-time industrial applications.

III. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we illustrate the mathematical prelimi-

naries related to fuzzy extractor and random oracle model.

A. Fuzzy extractor-based Biometric verification
The fuzzy extractor (FE) is an algorithm that pro-

duces the same string of output, even if the biometric
impression input varies from the pre-recorded biometric
impression sample within the permissible threshold of
error tolerance [30]. The FE employs two probabilistic
and deterministic functions: 1) Generation Gen(.) and
Reproduction Rep(.). The Gen(.) takes the biometric
input Bin and generates a corresponding binary output
Bop ∈ {0, 1}l using a helper output string Hop ∈ {0, 1}∗.
The Bop is kept secret and the Hop is only stored without
keeping secret. To extract Bop, Bin is merged with Hop

in Rep(.). The correctness of the FE may be validated
using df (Bin, B∗

in) ≤ t and Gen(Bin) → (Bin, Hin). As
a result, we get Rep(Bin, Hop) → (Bop). Whereas df

indicates distance function, and t be the error threshold.

B. RoR model
The contributed model is analyzed under Random or

Real (RoR) model [3], [31] for proving the semantic security,
and demonstrate that SUSIC accomplishes the requisite
level of session key (SK) security. Considering the RoR
model of the contributed SUSIC, the mth instance of entity
ξ may be characterized as ξm. The subscriber Ui, controller
node CNj , and smart IoT device SDk are depicted as the
entities ξUi

, ξCNj
and ξSDk

along with their mth
1 , mth

2 ,
mth

3 instances are characterized as ξm1
Ui

, ξm2
CNj

and ξm3
SDk

respectively. We model the cryptographic one-way hash
function h(.) as random oracle H, which may be openly
accessed by all entities in RoR model including adversary
A. Moreover, this model sets forth the following list of
queries that could be initiated by A during simulation of
attack.

• QEav(ξm1
Ui

, ξm2
CNj

, ξm3
SDk

): Using this oracle query, an
attacker A may eavesdrop the communication mes-
sages exchanged publicly, i.e. Msg1, Msg2 and Msg3
among entities ξm1

Ui
, ξm2

CNj
, ξm3

SDk
, respectively, during

the establishment of authenticated session key.
• QSend(ξm, Msg): This oracle query permits the adver-

sary to submit message Msg towards ξm and receive

in response from the same entity. It is also termed as
an ”active attack”.

• QT amperMD
(ξm

Ui
): Using this query, an adversary may

extract all parameters of Uk’s registered device MDUi
.

This oracle query is analogous to an active attack.
• QReveal(ξm): Using this query, the mutually agreed

session key SKUi,SDk
= (SKSDk,Ui

) between Ui and
SDk can be exposed to the attacker A.

• QT est(ξm): The output of QT est depends on the
outcome of an unbiased coin ”ζ” as illustrated below:
– In case the ”Flip(ζ) = Head”, it returns the freshly

computed session key SKUi,SDk
between Ui and

SDk.
– In case ”Flip(ζ) = Tail”, it will randomly select a

number as session key SKUi,SDk
∈ Z∗

p , and return
SKUi,SDk

.
C. Design goals

We have the following design goals in this scheme.
• Confidentiality. This feature ensures that the partic-

ipants mutually authenticate one another using the
protocol without revealing the secret credentials.

• Anonymity and untraceability. The user’s real iden-
tity should remain confidential and untraceable against
the adversary. Untraceability ensures that no two mes-
sages from the same source can be either differentiated
or linked.

• Impersonation attack. A needs to be debarred from
initiating any kind of user or controller node imperson-
ation attack in which the A attempts to impersonate
as a user or controller node.

• Privileged insider attack. The protocol should be
immune to a insider threats in which A may access
either registration request parameters or the contents
stored in smart device, and initiate further attacks.

• Physical smart device capture attack. The physical
device compromise may help A to compute the session
key established between the other user and victim.
However, it should not be able to compute the session
keys established among other users.

• Forward and backward secrecy. If the private key
of a participant is compromised, then previous and
future session keys between it and other participants
remain secure in the protocol.

• Ephemeral information leakage threat. If the short
term secrets are known to A, then it may be able to
compute the existing session key in the protocol.

• Man In the Middle attack. The protocol must elimi-
nate any probability of a malicious intruder attempting
to alter the messages during protocol execution with
positive verification of messages.

IV. Proposed Scheme
In this section, we demonstrate the three-factor authen-

tication scheme (SUSIC) for SDN-enabled IIoT/CPS net-
work. It supports three-factor authentication which entails
all factors such as identity (ID), password, and biometric
factors for authenticating the user. The controller node in
SDN environment adequately ensures the authenticity of
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user using FE-enabled three-factor authentication. The
SUSIC comprises five important phases, i.e. 1) System
initialization 2) Pre-deployment phase 3) User registration
phase 4) Login phase 5) Mutual authentication phase. The
RC and controller nodes are assumed to be trusted entities
in the network. Secondly, all of the involved entities support
time-synchronized clocks. The symbols as described in
Table I may help the readers to grasp the scheme.

A. System initialization
The system is initialized by the trusted third RC to

boostrap important system parameters employing the
following steps.
Step 1. The RC selects an adequately large prime integer p,
a ”non-singular elliptic curve Ep(a, b) : y2 = x3+ax+b(mod
p) over a Galois field GF (p) or a finite field Zp”, given
Zp = {0, 1, 2, ..., p−1}, assumed a base point P over Ep(a, b)
with big order as much as p having infinity O along with
one-way collision resistant hash function h(.).
Step 2. The RC chooses randomly its private key prRC ∈
Z∗

p and computes a corresponding public key PubRC with
the use of elliptic curve point (ECC) multiplication, i.e.
PubRC = prRC .P , keeping prRC as secret while publishing
corresponding PubRC and h(.).

B. Pre-deployment stage
The RC acts as a trusted third party and perform its

role in enrolling the controller nodes and smart mobile
devices before the deployment.

1) Registering Controller Nodes: The RC performs the
following steps to register a Controller Node CNj .
Step 1. The RC constructs a pseudo-identity SIDCNj

=
h(IDCNj

||prRC), chooses private key and secret key of CNj

as prCNj
and KCNj

∈ Z∗
p , respectively. Then it constructs

the related public key PubCNj = prCNj .P . The KCNj is
used to encrypt and decrypt temporary identities for the
purpose of synchronization.
Step 2. RC chooses a random integer nCNj

∈ Z∗
p , and

calculates NCNj
= nCNj

.P and constructs a certifi-
cate CertCNj = prRC + h(SIDCNj ||PubRC ||PubCNj ) ∗
nCNj (mod p).
Step 3. Next, RC stores {SIDCNj , prCNj , PubCNj ,
NCNj

, CertCNj
} and KCNj

safely in the memory of CNj ,
while deletes IDCNj

, prCNj
and certCNj

from its repository
for avoiding privileged insider and stolen-verifier threats.

2) Registering Smart Devices: The RC registers smart
devices SDk with (1 ≤ k ≤ m) range of devices.
Step 1. RC generates the pseudo-identity
SIDSDk

= h(IDSDk
||prRC), and constructs a private

and public key pair as (prSDk
, PubSDk

) after choosing its
privacy key prSDk

∈ Z∗
p and corresponding public key

PubSDk
= prSDk

.P . It also generates a secret number
randomly nSDk

∈ Z∗
p and computes NSDk

= nSDk
.P .

Step 2. The RC generates a certificate CertSDk
=

prRC +h(SIDSDk
||PubRC ||PubSDk

)∗nSDk
(mod p), where

PubCNj be the public key of CNj with which the particular
SDk is associated. Next, it also constructs KSDk,CNj =
h(SIDSDk

||RIDCNj
||nSDk

||nCNj
||RTSSDk

), where

RTSSDk
depicts the registration timestamp of SDk.

Step 3. Ultimately, the RC preloads {SIDSDk
, SIDCNj ,

NCNj , prSDk
, PubSDk

, NSDk
, CertSDk

, KSDk,CNj} in the
memory of SDk, and deletes IDSDk

, RTSSDk
, nSDk

and
prSDk

from its memory for avoiding privileged insider and
stolen verifier threats.
Moreover, the RC initializes the smart devices
{SDk|1 ≤ k ≤ m} with the shared secrets KSDk,CNj

which are linked to to particular CNk. In the end, it
deletes nCNj

from its memory.
3) User Registration phase: The RC registers Ui

intending to join the SDN based industrial CPS network
by executing the following steps over secure channel:
Step 1. The Ui chooses its identity as IDUi and password
PWUi . Ui selects a random number ai ∈ Z∗

p and calculates
its pseudo-identity PIDUi

= h(IDUi
||ai) for introducing

itself to RC. The Ui constructs a private key and public
key pair (prUi

), PubUi
by selecting prUi

∈ Z∗
p , and

computing PubUi
= prUi

.P to submit registration request
{PIDUi , PubUi} towards RC over secure channel.
Step 2. Upon receiving registration request, the RC
computes SIDUi

= h(PIDUi
||prRC), chooses a random

number nUi
∈ Z∗

p to compute NUi
= nUi

.P . RC selects a
randomly generated temporal identity TIDUi

for Ui.
Step 3. The RC creates a certificate CertUi

for Ui, i.e.
CertUi = prRC + h(SIDUi ||PubRC ||PubUi) ∗ nUi(mod
p). Then it computes WUi = EKCNj

(TIDUi), submits
{WUi , NUi , CertUi} to Ui and deletes nUi as well
as CertUi from its memory. Moreover, RC keeps
{TIDUi

, SIDUi
, NUi

} securely in the repository of CNj .
Step 4. The Ui imprints its biometric impression BMUi

and creates biometric secret factor σUi
and public

reproduction factor βUi
by employing the fuzzy extractor-

based generation function, i.e. Gen(BMUi) = (σUi , βUi),
and calculates AUi = prUi ⊕ h(σUi ||PIDUi ||PWUi), IUi =
ak⊕h(PWUi

||σUi
||IDUi

), Cert∗
Ui

= CertUi
⊕h(σUi

||PWUi
)

and YUi
= h(CertUi

||SIDUi
||PWUi

||NUi
||prUi

).
Step 5. Ultimately, Ui erases nUi

and prUi
from its

memory, while removes Cert∗
Ui

from the MDUi
, and stores

{PubUi , AUi , IUi , WUi , YUi , Cert∗
Ui

, h(.), P, βUi , Ep(a, b), τ,
Gen(.), Rep(.)}, where τ represent the error margin
threshold for using in fuzzy extractor-based Rep function.

C. Login phase
During login phase, the Ui executes the following

steps to login into the industrial CPS environment for
interaction with a particular smart device SDk.
Step 1. Initially, the Ui inputs its identity IDUi

, password
PWUi

, and biometric impression BM ′
Ui

on the registered
MDUi . The MDUi then computes σUi = Rep(BMUi , βUi)
with the provision that the hamming distance of the
registered biometric impression BMUi

and the captured
current biometric BM ′

Ui
is either less than or equal to

predefined error margin threshold τ . Then it further
computes a∗

i = IUi
⊕ h(PWUi

||σUi
||IDUi

), P IDUi
=

h(IDUi ||a∗
i ), prUi = AUi ⊕ h(σUi ||PIDUi ||PWUi) and

Cert′
Ui

= Cert∗
Ui
⊕ h(σUi ||PWUi).

Step 2. The MDUi
now computes Y ∗

Ui
=
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Ui/MDUi CNj SDk

Select IDUi
, PWUi

, biometric BMUi
,

Compute σUi
= Rep(BMUi

, βUi
),

a∗
k = IUi ⊕ h(PWUi ||σUi ||IDUi),

PIDUi = h(IDUi ||a∗
k),

prUi
= AUi

⊕ h(σUi
||PIDUi

||PWUi
),

Locate (SIDUi
, NUi

) using TIDUi
,

Cert′
Ui

= Cert∗
Ui
⊕ h(σUi

||PWUi
),

Y ∗
Ui

= h(Cert′
Ui
||SIDUi ||PWUi ||NUi ||prUi)

Verify Y ∗
Ui

? = YUi

If true, Select SDk, r1 ∈ Z∗
q , timestamp TS1,

Compute r′
1 = h(r1||prUi

||TS1), R′
1 = r′

1.P ,
SID∗

SDk
= SIDSDk

⊕ h(NUi
||SIDUi

||TS1),
Cert+

Ui
= Cert′

Ui
+

h(SID∗
SDk
||NUi

||R′

1||PubUi
||WUi

||TS1) ∗ r
′

1
mod p, TDUi

= h(TS1||σUi
||PWUi

||PIDUi
),

QUi
= TDUi

⊕ h(SIDUi
||TS1||NUi

)
Msg1 ={WUi

,Cert+
Ui

,R
′
1,SID∗

Ui
,QUi

,T S1}
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
Ui/MDUi → CNj via an open channel

Verify |TS1 − TS′
1|≤ ∆T

If true, compute (v, TIDUi
) = DKCN

(WUi
),

Locate (SIDUi
, NUi

) using TIDUi
,

Verify PubRC + h(SIDUi
||PubRC ||PubUi

).NUi
+

h(SID∗
SDk
||NUi ||R

′

1||PubUi ||TS1).R′

1? = Cert+
Ui

.P ,
If true, generate v′ and compute
SIDSDk

= SID∗
SDk

⊕ h(NUi
||SIDUi

||TS1),
W ′

Ui
= EKCNj

(v′, T IDUi
),

W ∗
Ui

= W ′
Ui
⊕ h(SIDUi ||NUi ||TS1),

Cert′
CNj

= CertCNj ⊕ h(W ∗
Ui
||KSDk,CNj ||TS2),

TDUi = QUi ⊕ h(SIDUi ||TS1||NUi), DUi =
h(TDUi ||TS2)⊕ h(KSDk,CNj ||TS2||W ∗

Ui
||SIDSDk

),
Xi = h(W ∗

Ui
||KSDk,CNj

||R′

1||DUi
||NCNj

||CertCNj
||

SIDCNj ||SIDSDk
||TS1||TS2)

Msg2={W ∗
Ui

,Xi,Cert′
CNj

,R′
1,DUi

,T S1,T S2}
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

CNj → SDk via an open channel

Verify |TS2 − TS′
2|≤ ∆T Abort, if not true

CertCNj
= Cert′

CNj
⊕ h(W ∗

Ui
||KSDk,CNj

||TS2),
Xi = h(W ∗

Ui
||KSDk,CNj ||R

′

1||DUi ||NCNj ||CertCNj

||SIDCNj ||SIDSDk
||TS1||TS2), h(TDUi ||TS2) =

DUi
⊕ h(KSDk,CNj

||TS2||W ∗
Ui
||SIDSDk

),
Verify Xi? = Xi and PubRC +
h(SIDCNj

||PubRC ||PubCNj
).NCNj

? = CertCNj
.P ,

If both are true, generate r2 ∈ Z∗
p ,

Compute r′
2 = h(r2||KSDk,CNj ||prSDk

||TS3),
R′

2 = r′
2.P , Cert+

SDk
= CertSDk

+
h(W ∗

Ui
||SIDSDk

||R′
2||PubSDk

||TS3) ∗ r′
2(modp),

SKSDk,Ui
= h(r′

2.R′
1||h(TDUi

||TS2)||SIDSDk
||

W ∗
Ui
||TS1||TS3),

SKV = h(SKSDk,Ui ||TS2, TS3)

Msg3={Cert+
SDk

,NSDk
,R′

2,SKV,W ∗
Ui

,T S2,T S3}
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

SDk → Ui/MDUi via an open channel

Verify |TS3 − TS′
3|≤ ∆T

PubRC+h(SIDSDk
||PubRC ||PubCNj

||PubSDk
).

NSDk
+ h(W ∗

Ui
|SIDSDk

||R′
2||PubSDk

||TS3),
R′

2 ?= Cert+
SDk

.P
If verification holds, compute SKUi,SDk

=
h(r′

1.R′
2||h(TDUi

||TS2)||SIDSDk
||W ∗

Ui
||,

TS1||TS3), SKV ′ = h(SKUi,SDk
||TS2||TS3)

Verify SKV ′? = SKV
If it holds, compute
W ′

Ui
= W ∗

Ui
⊕ h(SIDUi

||NUi
||TS1)

Replace WUi
with W ′

Ui
in MDUi

Figure 2: Proposed Scheme

h(Cert′
Ui
||SIDUi

||PWUi
||NUi

||prUi
), and then verifies

the equality for Y ∗
Ui

?= YUi
which may hold true or

false. If it is false, MDUi
drops the login process and

terminates the session. Otherwise, the MDUi chooses a
random secret r1 ∈ Z∗

p , generates fresh timestamp TS1,
and calculates r′

1 = h(r1||prUi
||TS1), R′

1 = r′
1.P ,

SID∗
SDk

= SIDSDk
⊕ h(NUi

||SIDUi
||TS1),

Cert+
Ui

= Cert′
Ui

+ h(SID∗
SDk
||NUi ||R′

1||PubUi ||TS1) ∗ r′
1

(mod p), where SIDSDk
be the pseudo-identity for that

particular device SDk from which the use Ui attempts
to approach the real-time captured data. Next, the Ui

computes TDUi
= h(TS1||σUi

||PWUi
||PIDUi

), QUi
=

TDUi
⊕ h(SIDUi

||TS1||NUi
).

Step 3. Next, the MDUi submits the authentication
request Msg1 = {WUi , Cert+

Ui
, R

′

1, SID∗
Ui

, QUi , TS1} to
CNj that would proceed for authenticating a particular
associated SDk as shown in Fig. 2.

D. Mutual Authentication phase
The controller node CNj after receiving the Msg1

authentication request performs the following steps: Step
1. The CNj initially checks the freshness of timestamp
TS1 by verifying |TS1 − TS′

1|≤ ∆T . If the condition is
not true, it aborts the session. Otherwise CNj computes
(v, TIDUi

) = DKCN
(WUi

), and finds (SIDUi
, NUi

)
in its database using TIDUi

. Now it computes
and verifies PubRC +h(SIDUi ||PubRC ||PubUi).NUi

+ h(SID∗
SDk
||NUi ||R

′

1||PubUi ||TS1).R′

1 ? = Cert+
Ui

.P . If it
is true, it generates v′ and computes SIDSDk

= SID∗
SDk
⊕

h(NUi
||SIDUi

||TS1), W ′
Ui

= EKCNj
(v′, T IDUi

), W ∗
Ui

=
W ′

Ui
⊕ h(SIDUi ||NUi ||TS1), Cert′

CNj
=

CertCNj ⊕ h(W ∗
Ui
||KSDk,CNj ||TS2), TDUi =

QUi ⊕ h(SIDUi ||TS1||NUi), DUi = h(TDUi ||TS2) ⊕
h(KSDk,CNj

||TS2||W ∗
Ui
||SIDSDk

) and Xi =

h(W ∗
Ui
||KSDk,CNj

||R′

1||DUi
||NCNj

||CertCNj

& ||SIDCNj
||SIDSDk

||TS1||TS2), where TS2 is fresh
timestamp. Now it submits the request for key establish-
ment Msg2 = {W ∗

Ui
, Xi, Cert′

CNj
, R′

1, DUi , TS1, TS2} to
SDk. Step 2. After receiving Msg2 from CNj , the SDk

checks |TS2−TS′
2|≤ ∆T . If it does not hold, it discards the

request. Or else, it extracts SIDSDk
, SIDCNj

, KSDk,CNj

from its database, and computes CertCNj
=

Cert′
CNj

⊕ h(W ∗
Ui
||KSDk,CNj ||TS2), X

′

i =
h(W ∗

Ui
||KSDk,CNj

||R′

1||DUi
||NCNj

||CertCNj
||SIDCNj

||SIDSDk
||TS1||TS2), h(TDUi

||TS2) =
DUi

⊕ h(KSDk,CNj
||TS2||W ∗

Ui
||SIDSDk

).
Now it verifies X

′

i?=Xi and PubRC +
h(SIDCNj

||PubRC ||PubCNj
).NCNj

?=CertCNj
.P .

If both equations are true, it generates a
random integer r2 ∈ Z∗

p and further computes
r′

2 = h(r2||KSDk,CNj ||prSDk
||TS3), R′

2 = r′
2.P, Cert+

SDk
=

CertSDk
+ h(W ∗

Ui
||SIDSDk

||R′
2||PubSDk

||TS3) ∗
r′

2(modp), SKSDk,Ui
= h(r′

2.R′
1||h(TDUi

||TS2)||SIDSDk
||

W ∗
Ui
||TS1|| TS3), SKV = h(SKSDk,Ui

||TS2, TS3), where
TS3 is fresh timestamp. Now it sends the message
Msg3 = {Cert+

SDk
, NSDk

, R′
2, SKV, W ∗

Ui
, TS2, TS3} to Ui

for final verification.
Step 3. Upon receiving Msg3 from SDk, the Ui verifies
the timestamp by |TS3 − TS′

3|≤ ∆T . It aborts the
session, if does not hold. Otherwise, MDUi

verifies
PubRC + h(SIDSDk

||PubRC ||PubCNj
||PubSDk

).NSDk
+

h(W ∗
Ui
|SIDSDk

||R′
2||PubSDk

||TS3).R′
2 ? =

Cert+
SDk

.P If verification holds, it further
computes the session key SKUi,SDk

=
h(r′

1.R′
2||h(TDUi

||TS2)||SIDSDk
||W ∗

Ui
||TS1||TS3) as well

as the session key verifier SKV ′ = h(SKUi,SDk
||TS2||TS3).

Next, it verifies the equality SKV ′?= SKV to validate
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the session key. If this holds true, it further calculates
W ′

Ui
= W ∗

Ui
⊕h(SIDUi ||NUi ||TS1), and replaces WUi with

W ′
Ui

in MDUi in its repository. Now, having a mutually
agreed session key, the Ui and SDk may proceed for
further communication.

V. Security Analysis
This section demonstrates the resilience of contributed

scheme (SUSIC) using formal and informal security analysis
as elaborated in the following:

A. Formal Security Analysis
We describe RoR model in context of proposed SUSIC,

and then evaluate the SK-security of proposed model in
the Theorem 1. The scheme [35] depicts that the verifiers
such as user passwords are not distributed on uniform
basis, and are under constraint with a fairly limited set in
the domain of permitted passwords. We apply the Zipf’s
law for proving the session key security of SUSIC. The
proof for SK-security of SUSIC is provided in Theorem 1.

Theorem 1: The AdvAKA−SUSIC
A (t) is assumed to be

the advantage for polynomial time adversary A to break the
SK-security of proposed authenticated key agreement scheme
(AKA-SUSIC). Let qhs, qEv, |H| and AdvAKA−SUSIC

A (t)
be the number of hash function queries, number of eavesdrop
queries, range space for hash-digest function h(.), and
advantage of breaking of elliptic curve Diphie-Hellman
Problem (ECDHP) in polynomial time t, respectively. If lσ
be the length of biometric secret key σUi for user, C’ and s’
represent the Zipf’s oriented factors, we get the following
equation:

AdvAKA−SUSIC
A (t) ≤ q2

hs

|H|+2[max{C′.qs′
Ev,

qEv

2lσ
}+AdvECDHP

A (t)]
(1)

Proof : Referring to similar proofs as provided in [36]-[38],
we simulate four games Gm0, Gm1, Gm2, Gm3 associated
with an event Succ

Gmg

A as the adversary makes a guess
of the outcome of flipped coin ζ regarding Gmg precisely.
In this context, we can describe the advantage of A for
winning the game Gmg as Adv

Gmg

A = Pr[Succ
Gmg

A ]. We
discuss the details of games Gm0, Gm1, Gm2, Gm3 as
given below.
Game Gm0: The game Gm0 models an actual attack as
executed by the adversary against the proposed scheme in
RoR model. The outcome of the flipped coin ζ is randomly
selected in the beginning of Gm0, thus

AdvAKA−SUSIC
A (t) = |2.AdvGm0

A − 1| (2)

Game Gm1: The game Gm0 simulates an ”eavesdropping
attack” where the adversary attempts to access the
publicly available messages on insecure channel,
i.e. Msg1 = ⟨WUi , Cert+

Ui
, R

′

1, SID∗
Ui

, QUi , TS1⟩,
Msg2 = ⟨W ∗

Ui
, Xi, Cert′

CNj
, R′

1, DUi , TS1, TS2⟩,
Msg3 = ⟨Cert+

SDk
, NSDk

, R′
2, SKV, W ∗

Ui
, TS2, TS3⟩

as submitted from Ui to CNj , CNj to SDk and SDk

to Ui, respectively during authenticated key exchange
by employing oracle query QEav. Thereafter, A launches
QReveal and QT est queries to test whether the session
key SKUi,SDk

is a valid key or just a random number.
As elaborated above, the session key SKSDk,Ui

=

h(r′
2.R′

1||h(TDUi
||TS2)||SIDSDk

||W ∗
Ui
||TS1||TS3) =

SKUi,SDk
= SKUi,SDk

= h(r′
1.R′

2||h(TDUi ||TS2)
||SIDSDk

||W ∗
Ui
||TS1||TS3) is constructed using the

ephemeral secret parameters r1 and r2 along with high
entropy long terms secret key SIDUi

which is unknown to
the adversary. Thus, A may not differentiate a legitimate
session SKSDk,Ui

from a random integer. This is because,
the Gm0 and Gm1 are not distinguishable, thus we have

AdvGm1
A = AdvGm0

A (3)

Game Gm2: The game Gm2 attempts to simulate
an active attack through modeling H oracle. It
is evident that few critical parameters such as
⟨SID∗

Ui
, Cert+

Ui
, SIDSDk

⟩, ⟨Xi, Cert
′

CNj ,DUi
⟩, ⟨Cert+

SDk
,

SKV ⟩ as included in the public messages Msg1, Msg2
and Msg3, respectively are safe guarded using the
collision-resistant cryptographic one-way hash digest
function h(.). It is computationally not feasible to extract
W ∗

Ui
, KSDk,CNj

from Xi, and SKSDk,Ui
from SKV owing

to one-way property of h(.) function. In addition, the
usage of fresh timestamps [TSw|1 ≤ w ≤ 3] and short
term ephemeral keys r1 and r2 meant for one-time use,
the communicative messages Msg1, Msg2 and Msg3 remain
indistinguishable, and in return the collision resistance
feature is assured. It is quite obvious that Gm1 and Gm2
remain indistinguishable, with the exception that the
Gm2 consists of H-based query simulation. Thus, the
understated outcome may be deduced by employing the
birthday paradox [18].

|AdvGm1
A −AdvGm2

A |≤ q2
hs

2|hash|
+ AdvECDHP

A (4)

Game Gm3: In game Gm3, the attacker
attempts to tamper the smart device MDUi

of a
particular user Ui by launching oracle queries to
QT amperMD. We assume that A is in possession
for the device MDUi as well its data contents
⟨SIDSDk

, SIDCNj
, RCNj

, RSDk
, CertSDk

, KSDk,CNj
,

(prSDk
, PubSDk

)⟩. It is computationally not feasible
for the attacker to calculate critical factors such
as ai = IUi

⊕ h(PWUi
||σUi

||IDUi
), P IDUi

=
h(IDUi ||ai), prUi = AUi ⊕ h(σUi ||PIDUi ||PWUi) and
Cert′

Ui
= Cert∗

Ui
⊕ h(σUi ||PWUi) using QSend query,

irrespective of the knowledge of IDUi
, PWUi

and σUi
.

Furthermore, the probability for guessing biometric key
value σUi

with lσ bits is calculated as 1
2lσ

approximately.
We also conclude that the games Gm2 and Gm3 stand
identical, if there is no password or biometric guessing
attack. Thus, according to Zipf’s law related to passwords,
we infer the following equation.

|AdvGm2
A −AdvGm3

A |≤ max{C
′
.qs′

Ev,
qEv

2lσ
} (5)

where the factors C
′ and s

′ are called Zipf’s parameters
[35].
In addition, the advantage of the adversary to guess the
outcome after having tossed the coin C, upon execution
of the games [Gmϕ|0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 3] is AdvGm3

A = 1
2 . We obtain

the following Eq.(1) and Eq. (2):
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1
2 .AdvAKA−SUSIC

A (t) = |AdvGm0
A − 1

2 |= |AdvGm1
A − 1

2 |

= |AdvGm1
A − AdvGm3

A − |
(6)

In view of Eq.(3)-Eq.(5) upon the application of triangular
inequality, we get the following relation.

1
2 .AdvAKA−SUSIC

A (t) = |AdvGm1
A − AdvGm3

A |

≤ |AdvGm1
A − AdvGm2

A |+|AdvGm2
A − AdvGm3

A |

≤ q2
hs

2|H| + AdvECDHP
A (t) + max{C

′
.qs′

Ev,
qEv

2lσ
}

(7)

Ultimately, we obtain the the following Eq. (6) after
multiplying with a factor of 2, i.e.

AdvAKA−SUSIC
A (t) ≤ q2

hs

|H| + 2[max{C
′
.qs′

Ev,
qEv

2lσ
}

+AdvECDHP
A (t)]

(8)

B. Informal Security Analysis
This section elaborates informal security analysis on

proposed protocol as given below.
1) User impersonation attack: For impersonating

as a user, an adversary A requires to construct
a legal authentication request message Msg1 =
{WUi , Cert+

Ui
, R

′

1, SID∗
Ui

, QUi , TS1} for submission to
CNj node. An adversary may select a random in-
teger rA and calculate RA = rA.P in addition
to selecting a fresh timestamp TSA during the con-
struction of fake authentication request. However, A
may not generate a legal Cert+

Ui
= Cert′

Ui
+

h(SID∗
SDk
||NUi

||R′

1||PubUi
||WUi

||TS1)∗ r
′

1(modp) since it
is ignorant about critical parameters NUi

, SIDUi
, Cert′

Ui

and prUi
. Even if, the A accesses the contents NUi

and
SIDUi

physically from Ui’s smart device MDUi
, the other

parameters Cert
′

Ui
and prUi remains masked and protected

with PIDUi , PWUi and σUi in MDUi , the adversary might
not compute a legal certificate Cert+

Ui
and prUi

. Thus, A
cannot impersonate as legal user in SUSIC.

2) CNj impersonation attack: An adversary
may attempt to forge the controller entity
CNj by calculating a legal message Msg2 =
{W ∗

Ui
, Xi, Cert′

CNj
, R′

1, DUi , TS1, TS2}. Nonetheless,
A might not do so, since it cannot calculate legal
Xi = h(W ∗

Ui
||KSDk,CNj ||R

′

1||DUi ||NCNj ||CertCNj

||SIDCNj
||SIDSDk

||TS1||TS2) without access to
the shared secret KSDk,CNj

. If a smart device gets
compromised by the adversary with access to all of its
contents including the shared secret KSDk,CNj by the
adversary, the impact for the compromise of SDk remains
limited to that device only. This is because, the KSDk,CNj

is unique for each device, thus may not compromise
the other devices in the whole CPS system. Moreover,
this compromise does not impact the user and its secret
credentials remain protected. Hence, the SUSIC is immune
to CNk impersonation attack.

3) SDk impersonation attack: The adversary may at-
tempt to impersonate as a smart device SDk in CPS
system through fabricating a legitimate message Msg3 =

{Cert+
SDk

, NSDk
, R′

2, SKV, W ∗
Ui

, TS2, TS3} and submit to-
wards Ui in response to authentication request. However,
the adversary might not be successful, since for producing
a legal Cert+

SDk
, it requires knowledge of CertSDk

=
prRC + h(SIDSDk

||PubRC ||PubSDk
) ∗nSDk

(mod p). Here,
A may also capture the device SDk and recover the
certificate CertSDk

, yet the damaging effect remains local,
and compromising of a particular SDk may not impact
the whole CPS system, and neither it exposes an secret
credentials of controller entity CNj , legal user Ui, or other
devices SDk in the system. Thus, SUSIC is resistant to
any kind of SDk impersonation attack

4) Ui’s anonymity and untraceability: The SUSIC
does not employ the user’s identity IDUi in
any communication message on public channel
during mutual authentication phase. In case an
adversary intercepts the authentication request
message Msg1 = {WUi

, Cert+
Ui

, R
′

1, SID∗
Ui

, QUi
, TS1}

over insecure channel, in addition to the
compromised Ui’s mobile device MDUi and recovered
{PubUi , AUi , IUi , WUi , Cert∗

Ui
, h(.), P, βUi , Ep(a, b), τ,

Gen(.), Rep(.)} from it. Due to the cryptographic one-way
hash function h(.), it is not feasible to recover the identity
IDUi

of Ui from AUi
= prUi

⊕ h(σUi
||PIDUi

||PWUi
),

IUi
= ak ⊕ h(PWUi

||σUi
||IDUi

) without knowledge of
prUi , PWUi , σUi and ak. Moreover, several authentication
request messages originated from the same Ui remains
untraceable for the adversary, since WUi

is unique in
every new authentication request message. Thus, SUSIC
supports anonymity and untracebility for the user.

5) Privileged insider threat: In case the adversary, as-
suming it a privileged insider referring to RC, reads the Ui’s
registration request {PIDUi , PubUi} as submitted to RC
over a confidential channel. After the registration procedure,
that malicious privileged insider may also get access to the
Ui’s mobile device MDUi

and its contents. Even then, the
attacker may not recover IDUi

or ak by employing PIDUi

due to the property of collision resistance of hash function.
In addition, the attacker may not recover crucial secret
parameters prUi

, ak ad CertUi
from AUi

, IUi
and Cert∗

Ui

respectively, without access to IDUi
, PWUi

and σUi
. Thus

SUSIC is immune to privileged insider threat.
6) Stolen Mobile Device Threat: Assume that an attacker

steals the mobile device MDUi of any legal user Ui. A
cannot recover the sensitive information ak, prUi and
CertUi

without getting knowledge of Ui’s identity IDUi
,

password PWUi
, and its biometric secret key σUi

which may
be extracted from Ui’s biometric information employing
fuzzy extractor mechanisms. The illegitimate modification
in NUi at MDUi only leads to login failure during login
validation procedure. At the same time, illegal update in
WUi

parameter can only lead to validation failure that
might follow session abort. Thus, SUSIC protocol does not
expose any critical information of legal participants in the
authentication phase on account of stolen device MDUi

.
7) Compromised Smart Device attack: It is

assumed that the attacker gets physical access
to SDk’s smart device for malicious objectives
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and extracts its contents {SIDSDk
, SIDCNj

,
NCNj , prSDk

, PubSDk
, NSDk

, CertSDk
, KSDk,CNj} using

power analysis differentiation [22]. It is noteworthy that
these values are unique for each smart device. In addition,
the factors r2, R1, WUi

, TS1 and TS3 that are employed
to calculate the session key SKSDk,Ui

between Ui and SDk

are unique for each session or the smart device. Thus, as a
result of a compromised smart device SDk only session
key could be computed between Ui and the compromised
device, however it might not aid the adversary to compute
the session key as established between Ui and the rest
of non-compromised smart devices. Hence, SUSIC is
protected from captured smart device threat.

8) Denial-of-Service attack: After receiving the message
Msg1 = {WUi

, Cert+
Ui

, R
′

1, SID∗
Ui

, QUi
, TS1} from Ui, the

CNj checks the freshness of timestamp TS1 by verifying
|TS1−TS′

1|≤ ∆T . If it does not match, the CNj shall not
proceed for computing (v, TIDUi

) = DKCN
(WUi

), locating
(SIDUi , NUi) in the repository using TIDUi , and even
computing Cert+

Ui
.P for further proceedings. Thus the

proposed scheme can thwart denial of service attack since
no adversary can replay the message Msg1 towards CNj

to deplete its resources with fake requests.

Table II: Security Features
[22] [32] [33] [34] [24] [8] Our

SF C1 ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓
SF C2 ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓
SF C3 ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓
SF C4 ✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓ ✓ ✓
SF C5 ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
SF C6 ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓
SF C7 ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
SF C8 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
SF C9 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓
SF C10 ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓
SF C11 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
SF C12 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓
SF C13 ✓ - ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
SF C14 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

Note: SF C1: Supports mutual authentication, SF C2: Supports Anonymity
and untraceability, SF C3: Ui/CNj/SDk impersonation attack, SF C4: Offline-
Password guessing attack, SF C5: Stolen verifier attack, SF C6: Man-in-the-
middle attack, SF C7: Ephemeral information leakage attack under CK-model,
SF C8: Physical Smart device capture attack, SF C9: Replay attack, SF C10:
Privileged insider attack, SF C11: Resist Denial of service attack, SF C12: Resist
De-synchronization attack, SF C13: Local modification of password and biometric
of user, SF C14: Formal security evaluation; ✓: Resists attack/Supports security
functionality, ✗: Do not resist attack or support security functionality.

Table III: Crypto-primitives cost under simulation
CPU CN/S(msec.) U/SD (msec.)
Th 0.026 0.315
Tecm ≈ Tfe 2.173 4.483
Teca 0.089 0.103
Tsym 0.055 0.098
Tbp 6.251 28.943
Te 0.042 0.185
TIDe 3.396 18.621
TIDd 11.653 42.905
CPU: Cryptographic Primitives Used; CN/S: Con-
trolling Node/Server; U/SD: User/Smart Device.

9) Password guessing attack: The password PWUi
of

user Ui is never communicated in plaintext and remain
in masked form in the smart device, and is only used
during login validation phase. Thus, online password
guessing threat is naturally relaxed in the proposed SUSIC

protocol. However, the adversary may attempt to guess
the password PWUi on offline basis by tampering the
Ui’s mobile device MDUi through recovering the contents
{PubUi

, AUi
, IUi

, WUi
, YUi

, Cert∗
Ui

, h(.), P, βUi
, Ep(a, b), τ,

Gen(.), Rep(.)}. However, for successfully guessing PWUi

by employing AUi
, IUi

, Cert∗
Ui

and YUi
, the adversary must

be familiar with either of these tuples ⟨prUi
, σUi

, P IDUi
⟩,

⟨ak, σUi , IDUi⟩, ⟨CertUi , σUi⟩, ⟨CertUi , prUi⟩ which is
not feasible. Moreover, extracting prUi from public key
PubUi

= prUi
.P is a hard problem and bounded by the

difficulty of Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem
(ECDLP). Consequently, the adversary may not guess the
UUi

’s password PWUi
on offline basis after accessing the

mobile device MDUi .
10) Resists Replay attack: The proposed scheme is

resistant to replay attacks as it employs timestamps TS1,
TS2, TS3 to construct all communication messages Msg1,
Msg2, Msg3 respectively. In this manner, the receiver of
the message may validate the freshness of received message
accurately. Thus, SUSIC is fully resistant to replay attack.

11) Man-in-the-middle attack (MITM): An adversary
may attempt to manipulate the authentication request
message Msg1 = {WUi

, Cert+
Ui

, R
′

1, SID∗
Ui

, QUi
, TS1} for

initiating a MITM attack between Ui and CNj [35].
Nonetheless, the attacker might not succeed in its malicious
move, since for constructing a legal Cert+

Ui
, it must require

the knowledge of prUi , r1, SIDUi and NUi . A registered but
malicious user U

′

i acting as an adversary may construct
a valid Cert+

Ui

′ for itself, however, it cannot construct
a valid Cert+

Ui

′′ for any user U
′

i
′ since it must require

⟨SIDUi , NUi⟩ for the corresponding WUi . Similarly, A
may not be successful in deciphering the intercepted
message Msg2 = {W ∗

Ui
, Xi, Cert′

CNj
, R′

1, DUi
, TS1, TS2}

in the way from CNj to SDk, since it must need
KSDk,CNj as well as prCNj to produce a legal Cert

′

CNj
.

Likewise, A cannot manipulate the message Msg3 =
{Cert+

SDk
, NSDk

, R′
2, SKV, W ∗

Ui
, TS2, TS3} as submitted

from SDk to Ui due to the unknown factor prSDk
. Hence,

our scheme can resist MITM attacks.
12) Ephemeral secret leakage threat: In SUSIC, the

protocol generates the session key SKSDk,Ui on account
of ephemeral secrets such as r1 or r2 which are freshly
generated each time a new session is created. A smart device
SDk in SUSIC calculates the session key as SKSDk,Ui

=
h(r′

2.R′
1||h(TDUi

||TS2)||SIDSDk
||W ∗

Ui
||TS1|| TS3) =

SKUi,SDk
= h(r′

1.R′
2||h(TDUi ||TS2)||SIDSDk

||W ∗
Ui
||

TS1||TS3). We scrutinize the security of session key
applying the following two cases:

• Case 1. In case the ephemeral secrets r1 and r2 are
known to the attacker, even then the latter may not
calculate the session key KSDk,Ui

without employing
the high entropy long term secrets including prUi

,
which are protected under collision resistant feature
of one way hash function.

• Case 2. In case, the adversary comes to know about
long term secret prUi , SIDUi , still it would be impos-
sible to construct the session key without knowledge
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Table IV: Computational costs
Smart/Mobile device(msec.) Controller node(msec.)

[22] 8Th + 5Tecm ≈ 11.073 7Th + Tecm ≈ 2.355
[32] 6Th + 2Te + Tsym ≈ 0.295 5Th + 2Te + TIDd ≈ 44.85
[33] 8Th + 9Tecm + Tfe ≈ 21.938 4Th + 5Tecm ≈ 23.675
[34] 14Th+ 2Tb + Tecm ≈ 15.039 2Tb + 3Th ≈ 58.831
[24] 8Th + 7Tecm + 2Teca + 2Te + 4Tbp ≈ 40.685 −
[8] Tfe + 24Th + 9Tecm + 3Teca ≈ 22.621 9Th + 3Tecm + 2Teca ≈ 16.49
Our Tfe + 25Th + 3Teca + 9Tecm ≈ 22.647 9Th + Teca + 2Tecm + 2Tsym ≈ 12.1

Table V: Communication Cost Analysis
Scheme.→ [22] [32] [33] [34] [24] [8] Our
Communication cost (bits) 2976 4064 2528 1920 2112 3200 3040

of r1 and r2. Thus it is evident from the above
cases that the session key can only be produced with
the combination of both short term secret as well
as long term secret. Leakage of either of the two
might not expose the future session keys established
between SDk and Ui. Thus SUSIC is protected against
ephemeral secret leakage attack.

C. Security Verification Using ProVerif
We employed ProVerif simulation tool [36] for performing

the automated verification of the protocol in order to study
its security properties including session key agreement
and mutual authentication with the consideration of
Canetti-Krawczyk (CK)-based threat Model. Considering
the strong security attributes of calculus, it sustains
digital signatures, hash digest function, and Public key
infrastructure (PKI)-oriented encryption and other strong
primitives. To simulate the SASIC system, we modeled
three events for the participating entities such as Ui, CNj

and SDk. In this regard, the events beginCNj(bitstring)
and endCNj(bitstring) further initialize the correspond-
ing events such as Ui and SDk through the registra-
tion of involved processes. Likewise, the events of the
Ui are beginUi(bitstring) and endUi(bitstring) to au-
thenticate CNj . At the same time, the events such as
beginSDk(bitstring) and endSDk(bitstring) are conjured
by SDk to authenticate Ui. Upon the result computation,
it stands to reason that the scheme analyzed that the order
of the three pairs of events remains solid. The findings in
Fig. 3 depict that contributed model achieves the mutual
authenticity through constructing a mutually approved
session key among three processes such as Ui, SDk and
CNj .

VI. Performance evaluation
This sub-section presents the comparative analysis of

the proposed scheme (SUSIC) with other contemporary
schemes such as Chen et al. [22], Harishma et al. [32],
Challa et al. [33], Ever et al. [34], Chen et al. [24] and
Sutrala et al. [8]. We have performed simulation with
the computation of execution timing for selected crypto-
primitives using ”Multiprecision Integer and Rational
Arithmetic Cryptographic Library (MIRACL)” [23] on the
following two test beds.

• We deployed the first platform for server-based envi-
ronment on Ubuntu 18.04.4 LTS, 2.8 GHz Intel Core
i7-8565U, 16GB RAM, 64-bit CPU architecture. The
execution experiment for each crypto-primitive was
performed for 100 iterations for both platform settings
on resource constrained IoT devices as well as server
based environment.

• We deployed the second platform for CPS-based smart
device or user mobile device having ”Raspberry PI 3
B+ Rev 1.3 having 64-bit processor, 1.4 GHz Quadcore
with 4 cores, 1GB RAM, Operating system Ubuntu 2
0.04 LTS (64-bit edition)”.

To compute the execution timing for crypto-primitives, we
assume that Th, Tecm, Teca, Tsym, Tfe, Tbp, Te, TIDe, TIDd

characterize the timing for one-way hash function, elliptic
curve point multiplication, elliptic curve point addition,
symmetric encryption/decryption, fuzzy extractor, billinear
pairing, modular exponentiation, identity-based encryption,
identity-based decryption, respectively. The average run
time of simulation for both platforms is used to compute
the timing of crypto-primitives in milliseconds from 100
iterations. The timing of crypto-primitives is depicted in
Table III.

1) Comparison of security functionalities: The Table II
compares the security functionality comparisons (SFC1 −
SFC14) between SUSIC and other schemes [8], [22], [24],
[32]–[34]. According to this table, the schemes [8], [24],
[33] do not support mutual authentication. The schemes
[22], [24], [32], [33] do not suspport either anonymity
or untraceability. The schemes [24], [33] are prone to
impersonation attack. Similarly the schemes [8], [24], [33]
do not resist stolen verifier attack, replay attack, and
de-synchronization attack, respectively. The schemes [24],
[32] are prone to MITM attack, while [22], [32] suffer
from ESL threat. Likewise, the protocols [24], [33] are
prone to privileged insider attack. It is obvious that the
proposed SUSIC is more effective in terms of security
features SFC1 − SFC14 in comparison with other schemes.

2) Computational costs: The proposed scheme SU-
SIC bears the computational costs of 9Th + Teca +
2Tecm + 2Tsym ≈ 12.1 and Tfe + 25Th + 3Teca +
9Tecm ≈ 22.647 for controller node and smart de-
vice/mobile device, respectively as shown in Table IV.
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Figure 3: Verification using ProVerif code

Figure 4: Number of MN nodes and computational cost

Figure 5: Number of CN nodes and computational cost

On controller/server node’s end, the proposed scheme
bears less computational cost of 12.1ms as compared to
16.49ms, 58.831ms, 23.675ms, 44.85ms incurred by [8], [34],
[33], [32], respectively. On the end of smart/mobile device,
the SUSIC bears less computational cost than [24] and
almost equivalent to [8], however more than rest of the
schemes [22], [32]–[34]. On the controller node’s end, the
computational costs are comparable with other schemes
except [22]. The Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the impact of
increasing number of mobile and controller nodes in the
network. Although, the proposed scheme bears a little more
computational cost than rest of the schemes as far as the
smart or mobile device-based operations are concerned, the
proposed scheme SUSIC is resistant to most of the known

Figure 6: Supported security features and Computation

security threats unlike other schemes as shown in Table III
and Fig. 6, which makes it even more suitable for practical
implications in the wake of emerging security threats.

3) Communication cost: For comparing the commu-
nication costs of various schemes, we assume that the
identity, hash digest, timestamp, Px and Py coordinates
in elliptic curve point (Px, Py) take 160 bits, 160 bits, 32
bits and 320 bits with 160 bit each, respectively. In the
proposed SUSIC model, the user Ui, controller node CNj

and smart device SDk require to transmit the messages
{MsgX

|1 ≤ X ≤ 3} with an aggregate 3040 bits of
communication cost. The SUSIC communication cost is
comparable with [8], [33]. Although, it bears a little more
communication cost in comparison with rest of the schemes,
yet the substantial advantage of supported security features
tips the scale in favor of the contributed model as for
practical implementation.

VII. Conclusion
The insecure communication-based hindrances has con-

fined the evolution of cyber physical systems thus far.
This article evaluates the security aspect of IIoT/CPS
environment under the auspice of SDN-based controller
node. To this end, a novel three-factor authenticated key
exchange mechanism ”SUSIC” has been designed for SDN-
enabled IIoT/CPS network. The SUSIC ensures secure
session key establishment between user and IIoT-oriented
smart devices, through SDN controller entity. Our scheme
supports mutual authenticity, anonymity and resistance
against known attacks. Moreover, our scheme is supported
with formal security analysis employing Real-or-Random
(RoR) random oracle model. The performance evaluation
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demonstrates computational efficiency as compared to
related schemes. Thus, SUSIC is more applicable and
referential for future SDN-oriented IIoT/CPS projects.
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